The Ideal Calculus Class

Scribe Discusses Set-Up Of Political Situation

BY BOB MORGAN

The statement, "I am a Demo­crat," doesn't mean much any more. The party is so large that it makes us in­creasingly aware that all basis of our two party system is gone.

LUTHER LUCEY

To Meet Sunday
At Hamar Union

Luther Lucey, the Lutheran or­ganization of Lawrence college, will hold its annual meeting and discussions group this week.

The group will meet at the Stu­dent Union at 9:00 p.m., preceded by worship. The meeting will be open to the public.

The Students Union will be used as a meeting place. All others will be re­stricted to members of the Lutheran church.

This is the second meeting of the year. The first meeting was held last month.

The Social Activities

The activities are to be started this Saturday by an all-college picnic and dance with Tony Win­ters' orchestra. All hands will have dinner on July 28. A Mortar Board program will be given August 5. The final dance of the year will follow in the evening. The event will be strictly informal. Commanding officers have received permission to use the gymnasium. Department stores of Appleton in this area are expected to provide a dinner in the little gym with Mr. Lawrence Voss directing. All hands will take place on August 18. All bands will again be in evidence. Security dress will be held on August 26. As always, the band and other affair will be an underway set for homecoming. The Navy Picnic will be held on October 4. Exams begin October 14.

The members of the social com­mittee are: James Wallman, Ed Nye and Jack Godspeed.

Delta Gamma
Phi Delta Theta
Lead in Grades

Betos and Phi Pi
Take Second Place
In Scholarship

Alpha Gamma Rho, Phi Delta Theta led the sororities and fraternities at Lawrence college during the first semester of the present academic year. The report was revealed by Miss Dorothy Drasmann, who is in charge of the social committee.

The Delta Gamma led the wom­en's organizations in scholarship with an average of 1.36.

Beta Theta Pi, Phi Tau, and Alpha Gamma Rho led the men's organizations.
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The faculty of Lawrence college is going for victory gardens in a big way. In the past, students have been spending their time after classes digging in the dirt and tending to their crops. But this year, they have taken it to the next level. The college has provided each student with a small plot of land, and they are encouraged to grow their own vegetables to help feed themselves and their peers. This has not only been a fun and productive activity for the students, but it has also helped reduce the college's carbon footprint and promote sustainability.

Faculty Gardens Reveal Agricultural Talents

By MARY DEEN

Miss Dorothy Waples keeps a garden in her front yard. She is an avid gardener and has been growing vegetables and herbs for many years. Her garden is a testament to the fact that anyone can grow food and become self-sufficient. Miss Waples is known for her green fingers because hers always seem to be greener than everyone else’s. She grows a variety of vegetables, including tomatoes, cucumbers, and peppers, as well as herbs like basil and parsley. She even has her own supply of compost and uses it to enrich her soil, ensuring that her plants get all the nutrients they need.

Scirbe Deplorers Deserted Library

The old library was once a hub of activity, but now it is deserted. Students no longer flock to the stacks to immerse themselves in the world of books. Instead, they prefer to read their e-books on their devices. The library has become a quiet place, with only the sound of pages turning and the occasional hush of conversation.

So They Say--

Miss Seibertich explained the expression to the class, "So they say--" the expression is used to introduce a statement that is not necessarily true or accurate. She gave an example: "So they say--the moon is made of green cheese." The students were asked to think of similar examples for the next class.

The Inner Sanctum

When you walk into the Inner Sanctum, you are greeted by a sense of mystery and wonder. The room is dimly lit, with soft music playing in the background. The walls are covered with posters and paintings, and the air is thick with the scent of incense. It is a place for quiet contemplation and introspection.

Brush Strokes

"Bath Looks just like a child's painting!" And "That's just copying something." The students were told that their paintings were not creative enough. However, the professor tried to explain that this was not necessarily true. He suggested that they should try to express their own ideas and feelings through their art, rather than copying what they saw. The students were encouraged to think about what they wanted to express and to let their creativity flow.

Co-Editor's Cogitations

It seems that so many college students, who may have been too0 much inclined toward high school, desert their better qualities in the rapture of graduation. This is rather strange because Lawrence has usually a good many graduates of musical organizations, due chiefly to the school's excellent music department. We have heard many a good one from this college, and have heard of many others who have taken up music in this school. Lawrence seems to be holding their talents under a bushel so now bring them out into the open.

The better measure which will encourage campus musicians is the possibility that girls may be allowed to play in the Navy Band. In the last recruiting fight, the Navy Band, composed of both men and women students. Since the advent of the Navy on the campus, this particular type of activity has deprived of the female half of the population from participating. Although there are occasions when a Navy band should remain strictly Navy, it would be a source of great pleasure to many girls to wipe the dust from the family trombone and to be given an opportunity to play with such an organization.

Our next W.C.T. will be held on Thursday, April 3, at 8:00 P.M., in the Student Union. The theme will be "The Inner Sanctum."
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Falcons Defeat Vikings By Score of 7 to 2

Landbeck Allows Only Eight Hits; Poor Support Causes Loss

The Menasha "Falcons" turned back the challenge of the "Vikes" last Sunday by a score of 7 to 2 before a crowd of 1,200 people. The "Menashiens" were really holed up for this game, and they played head-up ball throughout the entire period.

After Hal temporary pitching for the Menasha club, eight ten Lawrence batters only 11. The score was 7 to 2. The popular team of the Menasha was only eight, according to the statement made at the start of the game, but the score after two were out and scored when Polly lifted one over the center fielder's head.

Kursz-Roist tied the count in the sixth inning when Arens and Palmer, V-12 boys playing for Kursz-Roist, singled. Arens smacked on a fielder's choice. Brought was trapped between third and home, and a few minutes later, Kursz-Roist scored a run off a wild throw in the field by the Vikes batter, and the second baseman, who dropped the ball, allowing two men to score. The Menasha Vikes Lose To All Stars

Downed by Score Of 13-3; Make Eleven Errors

A work age yesterday the Vikings met the All-Stars of the Wisconsin League in a friendly game played at Menasha. Nine runs counted by the All-Stars would have crossed the plate without the help of Viking miscues. Drew allowed nine hits, but kept pretty regularly. The boys fared no better in the field, committing seven errors, of which four were in the first and two in the fifth. If they had given up the ball game in the second, they might have scored more than their present tally, but they did not.

The Dundees were chalked up to the Vikings 3 to 1, but the Vikes got all their hits after they had been playing for a while. The Vikings were playing their third, and with seventh inning, Annie Landbeck smacked out three hits in four at bat to lead the Lawrence batters at the plate. The Vikings were going strong after that inning, when a single and a double were scored on the initial sack, besides garnering two hard singles in four tries.

Fifth inning, when the All-Stars turned the game over to Drew, who allowed one hit and one error. Terns Scuttle Kurz-Roist 14-3 In Uneven Tilt

BY RAY STELNER

The Terns swept their rivals 10 runs in the third and five runs in the fifth as a result of errors and several hits. The game lasted just two innings, but a couple of runs each were scored in the second and third.

The Terns started to score in the second inning when the first batter struck out but was safe, as the Lawrence catcher let the ball get through him. The next batter hit a single, and the third walked. All three scored when the ball was dropped by the Vike second baseman who dropped the ball, allowing two men to score. The Menasha Vikings Do Not Figure In Uneven Tilt

The Menasha Vikes do not look as potent at the plate as they have in previous games this year. Doc Kranzer is having a batting eye.

Hal is expected to take over the catching duties for Lawrence in the next, and two in the fifth is a return to form. In the second inning, the Vikes scored two more runs in the third and five in the fifth as a result of errors and several hits. The game lasted just two innings, but a couple of runs each were scored in the second and third.

The Vikings scored their runs in the third, and with seventh inning, Annie Landbeck smacked out three hits in four at bat to lead the Lawrence batters at the plate. The Vikings were going strong after that inning, when a single and a double were scored on the initial sack, besides garnering two hard singles in four tries.

Fifth inning, when the All-Stars turned the game over to Drew, who allowed one hit and one error. Terns Scuttle Kurz-Roist 14-3 In Uneven Tilt

BY RAY STELNER

The Terns swept their rivals 10 runs in the third and five runs in the fifth as a result of errors and several hits. The game lasted just two innings, but a couple of runs each were scored in the second and third.

The Terns started to score in the second inning when the first batter struck out but was safe, as the Lawrence catcher let the ball get through him. The next batter hit a single, and the third walked. All three scored when the ball was dropped by the Vike second baseman who dropped the ball, allowing two men to score. The Menasha Vikings Do Not Figure In Uneven Tilt

The Menasha Vikes do not look as potent at the plate as they have in previous games this year. Doc Kranzer is having a batting eye.

Hal is expected to take over the catching duties for Lawrence in their half of the fourth without a hit, the V-S'ers duplicating in their half of the inning.

Arens Bases

After adding a run in the fifth, the Terns scored their final hit when all were out and scored when Thach scored. After Thach's hit on a safe drive caused by Schuller, Trimmer scored on an infield hit and Trimmer on a safe drive caused by Schuller. The ball game was ap asper for a while that the Vikings began to connect with it, scoring with some rare aforementioned errors and miscues. The ball game was ap asper for a while that the Vikings began to connect with it, scoring with some rare aforementioned errors and miscues. The ball game was ap asper for a while that the Vikings began to connect with it, scoring with some rare aforementioned errors and miscues. The ball game was ap asper for a while that the Vikings began to connect with it, scoring with some rare aforementioned errors and miscues.